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DARTSLIVE ASIA Ltd. opens “i Darts Macau” in Macau!
DARTSLIVE ASIA Ltd. (HQ: Hong Kong, CEO: Steve S.K. Ngu), a subsidiary of DARTSLIVE Co., Ltd., has
opened their 6th franchise shop “i Darts Macau” on this August, in Macau.
“i Darts Club”, which also plays a role as a showroom for DARTSLIVE service in oversea areas, has been
running 3 company shops and 5 franchise shops in Hong Kong and Taiwan. “i Darts Macau” is the first shop
opened in Macau.
The location of “i Darts Macau” can be considered one of the most favorable in Macau as it locates in the most
popular bar street, and also is just 10 minutes away from “MGM Macau”.
“DARTSLIVE2”, which is the latest version of our online network supporting electronic darts machine, 8 of it
has been installed in “i Darts Macau”. About 80 customers can spend their time with the environment which
provides a friendly atmosphere where anyone can feel comfortable to be and the separated 2 floors which are
decorated with stylish interiors.
Shop Name

i Darts Macau

Shop Address

Rua de Londres No.190 Edif.
Comercial Zhu Kuan Mansion Res-Do-Chao ad,
Macau
-----------------------澳門新口岸新填海區
倫敦街190 號 珠江大廈地下AD 舖

Equipment

8 - DARTSLIVE2
1 - TouchLive

URL

http://www.idartsgroup.com

Including the shops under “i Darts Club” group, shops which “DARTSLIVE2” are installed have expanded to
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and Macau. Eventually the current number of shops has surpassed 230 shops
(at the point of 19th August).
Macau, where is a place known as the “Las Vegas of the East” and also one of the most favorite places which
tourists from all over the world love to visit. We hope this expansion in Macau will give us an opportunity to
spread the amusement and pleasure of our DARTSLIVE service to all over the world.
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